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Easy Path Programming: Elevate Abstraction Level
for Network Functions
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Abstract—As datacenter networks become increasingly pro-
grammable with proliferating network functions, network pro-
gramming languages have emerged to simplify the program
development of the network functions. While network functions
exhibit high level abstraction over operations on the traffic
flow and the interconnections among the operations, the existing
languages usually require programming with detailed knowledge
about the packet processing patterns at the switches. Such a mis-
match between the program abstraction and development details
makes developing network functions a nontrivial task. To solve
the problem, this paper introduces the Easy Path Programming
(EP2) framework. EP2 offers a high-level abstraction to simplify
the program design process of the network functions. EP2
also provides a language that captures the common properties
of network functions and uses predicates and primitives as
basic language components. Specifically, predicates describe when
to handle a flow with a global view of the flow dynamics;
and primitives describe how to choose a path for a specific
flow. Further, EP2 has its own runtime system to support the
language and the abstraction model, especially to hide the low
level packet-processing behavior at the data plane from the
programmers. Throughout this paper, cases are given to illustrate
the EP2 abstraction model, language details and benefits. The
expressiveness of EP2, the potential overhead of the runtime
system and the efficiency of the network functions generated
by EP2 are evaluated. The results show that EP2 can achieve
comparable performance while reducing programming efforts.

Index Terms—Software-defined networking, network program-
ming model, network function abstraction, data-plane program-
ming, network functions, network programming language

I. INTRODUCTION

Datacenter networks are increasingly programmable with
network functions proliferating. Network functions range from
load balancing [1]–[3], flow scheduling [4], [5] to congestion
control [6], [7] and Quality of Service (QoS) [8], [9]. Today’s
datacenter workloads impose stringent requirements on the
implementation of these network functions. First, datacenter
traffic is very bursty and unpredictable [3], [10]–[13]. Given
the high frequencies at which demands change and flows
arrive, programmers should implement network functions that
process packets in the data plane. Second, datacenter network
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comprises a large number of physical devices [9]. Program-
ming a collection of distributed switches requires manual
effort and is error-prone. This is because of the network-
wide nature of network functions: they need to measure
the current network state and carry out richer computation
based on the measured network state. Hence, programmers are
forced to manually manage the complex cooperation between
the switches. Specifically, programmers usually decompose
network function into multiple functionalities first, then de-
sign ways in which these functionalities interact with each
other, and finally implement these functionalities on distributed
switches. These steps often involve error-prone manual func-
tion decomposition and network-device configurations.

Software-Defined Networking (SDN) [14] could easily
solve the problem as it enables programmers to specify
network behaviors through centralized policies at a logically
centralized controller. In particular, OpenFlow [15] offers a
simple programming model, where switches are abstracted
as match-action tables and controllers are responsible for
the management of match-action tables. This model enables
programmers to write a simple, centralized network function
with a global view of the network state without involving the
collection of distributed switches. In order to gain OpenFlow’s
full benefits, a number of domain-specific languages (DSL)
have been proposed to further simplify programming of Open-
Flow applications [16]–[22].

However, applying this approach to datacenter networks
would result in limited scalability [3], [23]. This is because
that a controller needs to frequently compute the bandwidth
allocation and reconfigure the switches to match the current
demand. Even the simple task of detecting elephant flows
requires controller’s reaction to flow arrivals and response to
demand changes. The reaction and response involve frequent
rule installations and network-wide statistics collections, lead-
ing to significant overhead on both the control- and data-plane.

A promising approach to avoid these problems is to handle
the vast majority of packet at the data plane while leaving
only a few packets to be handled by the controller [16], [23]–
[29]. In particular, emerging data-plane languages [26]–[29]
begin to feature advanced per-packet stateful processing at
data plane, i.e., programs that create and modify the states
in the switches as part of packet processing. They help to
program the stateful algorithms at a fine-grained, per-packet
level. However, while they simplify the specification of the
stateful packet-processing applications, building sophisticated
network functions is still challenging in practice. The difficulty
stems from the semantic mismatch between the characteristics
of network functions and the offered programming model.
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On one hand, network functions care about operations that
refer to flow information, query path conditions, and carry out
richer computations. On the other hand, existing languages
force programmers to explicitly specify packet processing
patterns involving per-packet actions and states maintenance.
Consequently, programmers are required to manually describe
the operations and their functionalities in terms of packet-
processing primitives executed on distributed stateful data
planes, while guaranteeing that the behaviors of the inter-
actions between the packets and the states are compliant to
network functions.

Our goal is to remove the above mismatch by introducing
a new programming model and language system, so to further
simplify the network function programming. Our work has the
following two benefits:

• Programmability: It provides an intuitive programming
language for expressing network functions while facili-
tating easy translation to an efficient implementation on
the data plane.

• Performance: It provides performance guarantees under
network dynamics. The implementation is robust to net-
work dynamics such as a sudden spike in traffic demand
and reacts quickly to environment changes such as link
failures.

To meet the requirement on programmability, we leverage
the observation that many network functions can be built upon
three common operations in the data plane [30]. First, they
rely on flow information to decide when to move a flow
away (i.e., semantic operation, called semantics). Second, they
require path conditions to determine which path to follow
(i.e., conditional operation, called condition). Finally, they
perform path computations over flows (i.e., computational
operation, called computation). Thus, the key idea behind our
programming language is to allow the expression of network
function in terms of path computations over traffic semantics
and path conditions.

For the desired level of performance, we leverage the
observation that today’s stateful programmable switches can
support these operations (i.e., semantics, condition, and com-
putation) to run on the data plane [31]. Thus, another key idea
behind our design is to compile the programs to low-level
stateful packet processing applications, and execute compiled
programs efficiently on distributed programmable switches.

To this end, we propose Easy Path Programming (EP2),
a framework that allows developers to program and execute
network functions on the distributed stateful packet-processing
data planes. EP2 provides a convenient programming model
targeted specifically at network functions that build upon
semantics, condition, and computation. It consists of the
EP2 language for specifying network functions, and the EP2
runtime system for executing compiled programs efficiently on
the stateful data planes.

• EP2 Programming Model: EP2 incorporates the oper-
ations underlying many network functions in the pro-
gramming model, including semantics, condition, and
computation. This makes it intuitive to represent a net-
work function as a collection of interconnected opera-

tions, where the directed edges among those operations
specifying the algorithmic logic of the network function.
As a result, programming network functions becomes cor-
respondingly simpler, namely, specifying the dependency
between well-defined operations.

• EP2 Language: For the programming model, EP2 pro-
vides a novel high-level language. The language enables
a programmer to express network functions according
to the program model. It allows the programmers to
describe when to handle a flow, and how to choose
a path from a set of available paths for a specified
flow. The programmers can focus on what is computed
without worrying about the low-level details on how the
computation is carried out.

• EP2 Runtime System: The EP2 runtime system is the
complement of the EP2 language. It delegates the compo-
nents of a network function to the stateful programmable
switches. To guarantee the correctness of execution on
the data plane, the runtime system handles the details
on the decomposition of network function, placement of
functionalities, and cooperation of distributed switches.
As a result, the computation of flow paths and the
response to network changes are executed directly in the
data plane. By implementing these functionalities in the
data plane, not only the overhead involving controller is
reduced, but also the performance of network functions
relying on these functionalities is improved.

Thus, EP2 requires no complex network function decom-
position, nor error-prone network device configurations nor
management of distributed switches from the programmers.
It decouples the low-level details from the programming
language while enabling programmers to directly capture the
algorithmic part of the network function.

We have built a prototype implementation by using Antlr
[32]. Given an EP2 program as input, our tool automati-
cally generates a set of Domino [28] programs. Through
case studies, we evaluate how well EP2 can be used to
express network functions and also its performance in terms
of implementation overhead. The results show that EP2 incurs
reasonable overhead with negligible impact on performance.
And the results are consistent with those reported in the papers
where the same examples were studied and evaluated.

To summarize, this paper makes the following contributions:

• We highlight that a large fraction of network functions
are rooted at three key operations: referring to traffic
semantics, querying path conditions, and carrying out
richer computations.

• We present a new programming abstraction based on the
key operations and interactions between the operations.
Our abstraction provides intuitive, yet critical features to
describe network functions which are currently absent in
the existing programming models.

• We present the design, implementation and evaluation of
EP2, a framework that maintains the simplicity of cen-
tralized programmability and achieves the performance
benefits of stateful data planes.

• We show that EP2 can achieve comparable performance
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while reducing the programming effort.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II

introduces the background and motivation of this work. An
example is given as a problem statement. Section III gives
an overview of EP2 architecture. Section IV describes EP2
programming model. Sections V and VI introduce the details
of the EP2 language and the runtime system, respectively. We
then present evaluations in Section VII, discuss related work
in Section VIII, and conclude in Section IX.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

SDN Programming. SDN [14] decouples network appli-
cations from the underlying devices and provides an ap-
propriate abstraction for expressing application logic. As a
result, control functionalities are centralized logically in the
SDN controllers, and network devices are abstracted out as a
simple packet-processing device that can be programmed via
an open interface (e.g., OpenFlow [15], P4 [26], etc). This
design enables the expression of network functions with an
appropriate abstraction and using packet-processing primitives.

Specifically, OpenFlow [15] serves as an abstraction for
describing the forwarding behavior desired by the network
application. Inside an OpenFlow switch, packets are handled
through a sequence of flow tables. Flow table entries consist
of matching rules used to match incoming packets and a set
of actions to be applied upon a match. Upon a new packet
arrival, packet header fields are extracted and matched against
the matching fields. If a matching entry is found, the entry’s ac-
tions are performed. Thus, an OpenFlow program is expressed
in terms of forwarding rules. This makes building sophisticated
applications a complex task in practice. Programmers must
manually handle the low-level details such as the priority or-
dering of rules, network-wide traffic statistics, and composition
of multiple programs. Hence, a number of domain-specific
languages (DSL) have been proposed to address this challenge
[16]–[22]. Rather than explicitly handling the complex low-
level forwarding rules, programmers can use a DSL that has a
compiler responsible for translating the program to OpenFlow.

However, adaptively changing the resource allocation to
meet the network traffic demand can become a major bot-
tleneck for a centralized controller [3], [23]. This challenge
stems from the fact that packets in an OpenFlow network
may be processed by the centralized controller. Given the high
frequencies at which demands change and flows arrive [3],
[10]–[13], even the simple task of detecting elephant flows can
become a major bottleneck for a central controller managing
thousands of switches [9]. Hence, a number of schemes have
been proposed to process packets in the data plane [16], [23]–
[29]. Specifically, they prefer to handle the vast majority of
packets at the data plane while leaving only a few packets to
be handled by the controller.

In particular, emerging data-plane languages [26]–[29] be-
gin to feature advanced per-packet stateful processing at the
data plane. They help to program the stateful process algo-
rithms at a fine-grained, per-packet level. Inside a stateful
switch’s pipeline, programmers should specify parsers that
pass packets through the pipeline, as well as ways to create,

access, and modify states from various stages in the pipeline.
Specifically, a P4 program can operate on per-packet states
that travel with the packet in the pipeline, and operate on
persistent states that are accessible from any stage in the
pipeline. This design enables the program to make packet
forwarding decisions based on the states, and thus supports
the network functionalities that create and modify states as
part of packet processing procedure.

Difficulties. Although languages like Domino [28] make it
simple to implement stateful packet-processing programs at
the data plane, building sophisticated network functions that
advocate per-packet stateful processing in the data plane is still
challenging in practice. Specifically, the programmers must
tackle with several difficulties:

1) Programmers must manually map network functions
into the underlying programming model using packet-
processing primitives;

2) Programmers have to decompose the high-level poli-
cies used in network functions into distributed packet-
processing programs installed on each switch;

3) Programmers are required to carefully design and pro-
gram such that the results from the interactions of
packets and states are compliant to network functions,
especially in the presence of network dynamics.

These difficulties stem from the semantic mismatch be-
tween the requirements of network functions and the offered
programming models. Most of the network functions involve
computation over traffic semantics and network states, but
the existing models represent only the packet-processing be-
haviors. As a result, programmers must carefully design and
program with existing programming models.

A Motivation Example. To highlight the challenges of
building sophisticated network functions using an existing
language, we consider the elephant rerouting application, i.e.,
forwarding elephant flows to paths with minimal load. This
function takes the form of a control loop that estimates the
current traffic demand, measures the total number of bytes of
outgoing path for each packet, and selects the minimal loaded
path for each elephant flow. To implement this function, a
programmer may build packet processing programs as shown
in Figure 1.

To detect the elephant flow, a packet processing program
may take the form of elephant as shown in snippet ·. It is
invoked at the incoming of packets (snippet ¶). The elephant
function takes packet p as input and maintains the demand of
flows in flow size variable. To get information about the flow
size, the program directly expresses a query on packet size
as p.byte. A programmer then has to maintain a state on flow
size on the switch manually, using packet as an index to access
and modify the state. Specifically, the programmer explicitly
associates the packet p with the flow demand flow size; the
linkage is accomplished in the elephant function body by using
a numeric offset p.id in the data object flow size. Given the
flow demand, one can detect an elephant flow by checking
(flow size[p.id] > threshold).

To monitor the total number of bytes of each packet on the
outgoing path, the programmer could write a program counting
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int counter_ingress[NP] = {0};

void monitor_ingress(struct Packet p) {

    counter_ingress[p.next] += p.byte;

    p.path = p.next;

    p.count = counter_ingress[p.next];

}

4 int counter_middle[NP] = {0};

void monitor_middle(struct Packet p) {

    counter_middle[p.next] += p.byte;

    if (counter_middle[p.next] > p.count)

        p.count = counter_middle[p.next];

}

5

int minimal_load[NF] = {0};

int minimal_path[NF] = {0};

void monitor_egress(struct Packet p) {

    p.id = hash(p.src, p.dst) % NF;

    if (p.count < minimal_load[p.id]) {

        minimal_load[p.id] = p.count;

        minimal_path[p.id] = p.path;

    }

}

6

Ingress Switch Intermediate Switch Egress Switch

int flow_size[NF] = {0};

int is_elephant[NF] = {0};

void elephant(struct Packet p) {

    p.id = hash(p.src, p.dst) % NF;

    flow_size[p.id] += p.byte;

    if (flow_size[p.id] 

                 > elephant_threshold)

        is_elephant[p.id] = 1;

}

2 void forwarding(struct Packet p) {        

    p.id = hash(p.src, p.dst) % NF;

    if (is_elephant[p.id]) {

        p.next = minimal_path[p.id]; }

    else {

        p.next = hash(p.src, p.dst) % NP; 

}}

3

struct Packet {

    int src, dst, id, next;

    int path, count;

}; 1

Fig. 1: Network application of “forwarding elephant flows to paths with minimal load” implemented using existing language
Domino [28]. These programs would be compiled into low-level microcode that can run on programmable switches.

the bytes associated with each path to collect the necessary
statistics. Implementing this functionality at the centralized
controller would be easy, since the centralized controller takes
responsibility for the collection of flow statistics available
at the switches. However, this may slow down the packet
processing since this functionality may be invoked on every
packet, leading to serious overhead between the controller
and the switches [1], [3]. Ideally, the programmer would
like to install this functionality on every switches to collect
the necessary statistics. However, performing this installation
is non-trivial: the programmer needs to identify the ingress
switch, the intermediate switch, and the egress switch; and to
assign different functionalities to different switches according
to the switch’s location(¹, º, and »). Then, when a packet
traversing the network, these switches will process the packet
accordingly to get the total number of bytes (i.e., p.counter)
on the outgoing path (i.e., p.path) for this packet.

The elephant function determines when and how to change
the route to match the demand based on the current traffic flow
and the total number of bytes on the outgoing path (snippet
¸). Function forwarding chooses a path with the minimal total
number of bytes using the minimal path for each elephant
flow. Here, the programmer handles the complexity of the
interactions between the ingress switch and the egress switch
to transfer the value of minimal path from » to ¸.

In summary, programmers must manually map network
functions to the underlying programming model using packet-
processing primitives. This makes programs unnecessarily
complicated. Hence, we are motivated to build a new ab-
straction that provides a simplified programming model so to
relieve programmers from tasks such as maintaining global
states, decomposing network function into distributed func-
tionalities, and selecting path with a specific strategy. In the
following sections, we will use the same example to show the
benefits of our work.

III. EP2 FRAMEWORK OVERVIEW

Our goal is to ease the work of programing network
function, and to reduce the overhead at controller (so to

improve the overall network performance) when running the
programs. To achieve this goal, we have developed EP2
framework (see Figure 2), a framework that decouples the low-
level implementation from the programming logic via a new
programming model and a new programming language.

EP2 provides a domain-specific language for programming
network functions. It advocates path computation over traffic
semantics and path condition. The EP2 language achieves
a higher level abstraction as a programming model, which
allows the programmers to focus on the control logic of
their network functions and ignore the low-level details. The
intuition behind this programming model is to capture the
actual structure of network function instead of the underlying
switch packet-processing behaviors. Referring to the elephant
rerouting example discussed in previous section, we see that
in order to obtain the desired behaviors of a network function,
the programmers have to manually map the network function
into underlying packet-level programming model, in a switch-
by-switch manner. This makes it hard to implement network
function that is guaranteed to execute on the data plane
correctly. The EP2 programming model, called Flow-Path-
Graph (FPG) model, provides the programmers an opportunity
to specify their network functions with an elevated abstraction.

In the EP2 language, the programmers describe a net-
work function by defining its control logic, called Flow-Path-
Processing (FPP) (see §V), in terms of predicate and prim-
itive. Predicate enables the description of when to handle a
flow by mixing flow semantics with path conditions. Primitive
simplifies the expression of how to choose a path for a specific
flow by packing path computation. The FPP can then be
expressed by simply associating predicates with primitives.

In addition, EP2 provides a runtime system for executing
the network functions in the stateful data planes. The low-
level details involving the implementation of the functions
defined by the predicates and primitives are handled by the
runtime system. EP2 runtime system would map the high-level
programs into the underlying stateful packet-processing appli-
cations. Thus, the EP2 runtime system removes programmers’
burden of managing a collection of distributed switches.
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Fig. 2: The EP2 architecture.

Figure 2 gives a more detailed overview of how the
programmers use the EP2 framework to implement their
network functions. EP2 framework has multiple components.
We develop efficient algorithms for these components. The
first component EP2 language (¶) involves the expression
of network function; which is then compiled into FPG rep-
resentation by the EP2 compiler (·). Furthermore, the man-
ager (¸) component enables an efficient implementation of
FPG operations on the programmable data planes. Finally,
the scheduler (¹) makes decisions for the FPG operation
placement and interconnection among multiple switches. The
EP2 outputs are in the form of the data plane programing
language Domino. The Domino compiler will configure the
switches to run the needed packet processing logic and the
interactions between the switches. The states are measured and
exchanged between the switches according to the program.
Note that when routing decisions can be made without the
need for flow state information, they will be based on the
rules imposed by the controller, as illustrated in the figure,
which are the same as in the traditional SDN.

IV. EP2 PROGRAMMING MODEL

Ideally, the programming model would allow programmers
to focus on the logic of network functions while removing
their burden of managing the flow details from the distributed
switches. Hence, the programming model should capture the
actual structure of network function instead of underlying
switch packet-processing behaviors. Given such a program-
ming model, the programmers would not need to translate a
network function to the stateful per-packet processing pro-
grams. In other words, the question drives this work is:
Can we develop a programming model that spells out the

actual requirements of network functions and allows intuitive
expression of network functions? This paper takes the first step
towards addressing this question in the context of network
functions that aim to reduce the average flow completion time
(FCT) for short flows and to improve the throughput for long
flows in the datacenter networks. Two widely studied functions
are load balancing (being studied in ECMP [2], [33], Hedera
[1] and CONGA [3]) and flow scheduling (being studied in
PIAS [4], D3 [6] and PDQ [7]). We use them as examples
to help introducing EP2. More general applicability of EP2 is
discussed at the end of this section.

A. FPG Model

Rather than providing per-packet abstraction to the program-
mers, we introduce the FPG model as an intuitive high-level
programming model. The Flow Path Graph model consists of
operations that define the components of network functions
and the relationships between components that represent the
control and data dependency of network functions. Each
operation can manipulate the values of network state including
flow semantics and path conditions. Flow semantics refer to
a set of packets to which a network functionality is applied
to. Network states are then handled by the operations which
compute a path for each flow entering the network. There are,
in most cases, three specially designated operations including
semantics, condition, and computation:

• semantics: predicating on flow states, through which
programmers specify when to run path computation and
assignment;

• condition: measuring path states, through which program-
mers determine which path to follow;
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• computation: performing functionalities over flows at the
data plane, including network path computation (through
which programmers specify how to choose a path from a
set of available paths) and flow path assignment (through
which programmers specify the path a flow should go to).

Both semantics and condition operations are particularly
important since many network functions are flow- and load-
aware. The computation operation is particularly important
for datacenter network since many network functions would
provide better performance when handling traffic over small
time scales. This is due to the important feature of dat-
acenter network, i.e., datacenter traffic is very bursty and
unpredictable. Operating at small timescales makes network
functions more adapt to traffic dynamics [3].

Given these operations, it is straightforward to capture the
dependency graph that would specify the FPG model. The
dependency graph links these operations based on the control
logic of network function. Our dependency graph has two
types of links: data-flow links and control-flow. Data-flow links
capture the resource dependency that the parent operation must
be available before the child operation can occur, and control-
flow links capture the operation dependency that the parent
operation must be done before the child.

B. Case Study
Network functions such as load balancing and flow schedul-

ing are studied in recent papers. They exhibit high-level
behaviors in terms of traffic semantics, path condition, and
path computation. Here, we use these network functions to
illustrate that FPG provides critical features to describe them.

Load Balancing. Load balancing aims to distribute traffic over
network paths to reduce the level of congestion. Work form
ECMP [33], Hedera [1], and the recently proposed CONGA
[3] deal with the function differently. We show how each
scheme would be expressed in FPG.

ECMP [33] evenly distributes the traffic over multiple equal
cost paths. It can be easily decomposed into the following FPG
components:

• semantics: relying on selected fields of packet headers to
classify packets into flows;

• condition: requiring a set of available paths for each flow;
• computation: performing hash functionality on the data

plane to forward flows.
Hedera [1] measures the bandwidth consumed by each

flow and moves elephant flows to an alternate path with
sufficient capacity for that flow. While Hedera is implemented
with a centralized scheduler, we focus on the higher-order
functionalities associated with Hedera: estimating demand for
each flow, maintaining available bandwidth for each path, and
selecting path for each flow. Thus, it can be decomposed into
the following components:

• semantics: relying information on flow demand to detect
elephant flows;

• condition: requiring maintenance of available bandwidth
for each path;

• computation: performing elephant flow movements on the
data plane.

CONGA [3] performs congestion-aware load balancing.
It takes the form of a control loop that splits flows into
flowlets, estimates real-time path congestion, and allocates
flowlet path least loaded. It can be decomposed into the
following components:

• semantics: relying on the idle interval information to
detect flowlets;

• condition: requiring to measure the load for each path;
• computation: performing flowlet forwarding based on

measured path load information on the data plane.

Flow Scheduling. Flow scheduling aims to optimize appli-
cation performance in terms of reduced FCT by carefully
scheduling flows across the network. For example, PIAS [4]
minimizes FCT by simulating the shortest flow first scheduling
strategy. With PIAS, flows start in the highest priority but are
demoted to lower priorities as their sizes increase. PIAS’s flow
scheduling can be expressed via the following higher-order
functionalities: estimating demand for each flow, maintaining
available bandwidth for each path, and selecting path for
each flow. Thus, PIAS can be decomposed into the following
components:

• semantics: relying on flow sizes to assign priorities;
• condition: requiring to measure the load for each path;
• computation: performing path selection for high priority

flows at the data plane.

C. Discussion

The FPG model provides the following features to simplify
the task of sophisticated network functions programming:

1) FPG models the high-level behavior of a network func-
tion that captures the three common operations of exist-
ing network functions.

2) FPG enables a programmer to focus on the operations
that are necessaries for network functions without wor-
rying about the low-level details behind each operation.
The programmer does not think about how to decompose
this function into distributed functionalities, where to
place those functionalities, and how to connect those
functionalities to achieve the desired behavior.

3) FPG serves as an intermediate representation that en-
ables an easy translation from an EP2 program to
an efficient implementation on the programmable data
planes (§VI).

These features show that FPG is intuitive since it is derived
from the common components of existing network functions.
Although only load balance and flow scheduling are explicitly
analyzed in this paper, FPG is general and applicable to other
network functions. In §VII-A, an analysis of most reported net-
work functions is given. The result shows that these functions
can be expressed or approximated with matching performance
using the proposed FPG operations of semantics, condition,
and computation. For examples, congestion control and QoS
can be approximated. While the related work usually apply to
one function, FPG can support more network functions. We
expect FPG model to describe new network functions proposed
in the future.
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Flow Field h fi fp
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Flow Info fi size interval priority
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Function k void FPP struct Flow f e

    ::   

    :: . _ .

    ::

     ::

     ::

     ::

     ::

    :: .   . .   

    :: ;

    ::       

Fig. 3: EP2 syntax.

V. EP2 LANGUAGE DESIGN

EP2 language provides language support to express the
network functions in terms of the FPG programming model.
The syntax of EP2 language is similar to C language, however,
its semantics are tailored to programming with FPG program-
ming model. EP2 language offers a number of features that
allow programmers to use high-level primitives representing
high-level behaviors when expressing processing logic. In this
section, we describe the main features of EP2 language in
detail.

A. EP2 Language Syntax

The EP2 language is mainly to express the processing
logic of a network function (note the type annotations are
elided for simplicity). The EP2 language is comprised of a
collection of constructs, including predicate, primitive, and
FPP functions. All of them allow programmers to specify the
intended behaviors of their network functions at a high-level
of abstraction. The predicates are used to query flow semantics
and look up path conditions. The primitives are used to specify
where to forward incoming flows. The FPP functions are used
to express the control logic of a network function. Together,
these abstractions hide the details of the entire network, while
enabling programmers to retain the control over when and how
to assign paths for interested flows. The core syntax of EP2
language is shown in Figure 3 with explanations below.

Flow f. Before writing an EP2 program, we use a concrete
representation of traffic patterns and network states. Generally,
a flow f is a record of fields {r1, r2, · · · , rn}, where field ri
represents properties such as size, current forwarding path,
the set of available paths, etc. The values of fields can be
accessed via the notation f.ri, and updated via the notation
f.ri = v. Specifically, EP2 allows programmers to specify
properties on either traffic patterns via f.fi or forwarding paths
via f.fp. Furthermore, programmers can access the network
states associating with the forwarding paths f.fp via f.fp.l,
such as past load, available bandwidth, etc.

Predicate. EP2 supports a predicate language for classifying
flows. Formally, the predicate denotes a filter, comprising a

network state, a operator, and a guard, allowing programmers
to select sets of flows that are of interest according to forward-
ing policies. There are two types of predicates: the predicates
on flow information evaluating the guard against flow state,
and the predicates on path information evaluating the guard
against path condition. A flow information predicate is in the
form of f.fi bop literals, denoting the set of flows whose flow
state f.fi is bop to literals. EP2 provides flow information
predicates for a number of flow properties including size,
interval, and priority. For instance, the predicate (f.size >
threshold) has two arguments: the demand (f.size) of the flow
f, and a guard threshold. Here, the predicate tests whether
the size field of the flow f being processed is greater than
the guard value threshold. In other words, it tests whether the
flow has sent the number of threshold packets out in the past.
If it has, the predicate is satisfied; if not, it is unsatisfied. A
path information predicate is in the form f.fp.l bop literals,
denoting the set of flows that is being forwarded through the
network using path f.fp whose state f.fp.l is bop to literals.
EP2 provides path information predicates for a number of
path properties including load, abw, and multiplex. For
instance, the predicate f.next.abw > 10 matches the available
bandwidth of path f.next taken by flow f. Predicates can also be
combined using logical operators including conjunction (&&),
disjunction (‖), and negation(!). More complex predicates are
built up from simpler predicates using these logical operators.

Primitive. EP2 allows programmers to specify the desired
forwarding path using primitives. Formally, a primitive in the
form of f.next = s l (f.path) says that the flow f should
be forwarded to the path f.next whose state l satisfies the
constraint specified in s in the context of f.path. The term
f.next identifies the fact that this is a primitive that assigns a
new path to the flow f . The term s l (f.path) specifies how
the flow f should be forwarded. It contains two components.
The first component is a filter, written as l, extracting the
path information from the set of available paths given by
the argument f.path. The filter l feeds the extracted path
information to the second component. The second component
is a selector, written as s, which specifies how to select the
path from the set of available paths given by the argument
f.path. The path chosen by the selector s should match
the path information specified by the filter l. Considering
the example snippet code MIN LOAD(f.path), the composed
primitive MIN LOAD would first extract the load on each path,
take the load as the input to the MIN selector to find the path
with minimal load.

Function FPP. The algorithmic part of an EP2 program is
expressed in the FPP function that takes a flow f as an input
and is defined by the statements in e. Each statement specifies
the handling of the incoming flow f . The struct Flow f is
essential for modeling traffic patterns and network states, such
as the past load on a particular path or packets sent. While
the statement e is essential for modeling flow forwarding
behaviors that depend upon the traffic patterns and the network
states. A statement in the form of if (d) {p} denotes that the
primitive p is free to specify the forwarding path that should
be applied to match flow f as long as the constraint expressed
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void FPP(struct Flow f) {             

    if (f.size > elephant_threshold)

        f.next = MIN_LOAD(f.path);

}

1
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Fig. 4: EP2 program for elephant rerouting application.

by the predicate d is satisfied. Thus, the FPP function runs
as this: taking a single flow f as the input and assigning
the forwarding path through the network using the primitive
p when the incoming flow f satisfies the predicate d. Note
that the burden of managing all the details needed to ensure
that each flow is forwarded out the correct path is left to the
runtime system.

An EP2 Example. We illustrate how program in EP2 language
using the same elephant rerouting example, the one presented
in Figure 1 as our motivation. The corresponding EP2 program
is shown in Figure 4 and elaborated below.

The data type used in elephant function (snippet · in
Figure 1), i.e., the Packet, is defined at a very low level of
abstraction. In order to maintain the demand of a specified
flow, the program first hashes the packets into flows, and then
accesses and modifies the corresponding data array flow size.
The program shows the burden of programming in maintaining
global arrays and assigning offsets. In contrast to this packet-
processing abstraction, with EP2, a conventional data object
Flow is used for flow-processing abstraction. Thus, the pro-
grammer can query the information of a specified flow by
referring to the field of struct Flow, one information per field.
The runtime system is responsible for the implementation of
corresponding routines. In this case, we would be able to pack
the function body of maintaining flow size into the express
f.size that yields the demand of flow f.

Rather than implementing the monitor function (snippet ¹,
º and » in Figure 1) at the centralized controller, which forces
the controller to process far more packets than necessary, we
install the monitor function at the distributed data planes.
Using the previous programming model, the programmer
manually and carefully specifies the functionality executed on
each switch. In addition, the programmer must also specify the
communication patterns between the different functionalities,
i.e., the way they interact with each other, to obtain the desired
behavior. However, using EP2, programmers are provided a set
of declarative query operators to obtain the desired behavior. In
this case, we would be able to query the total number of bytes
of outgoing path for flow f with a simple query expression:
f.next.load.

For the forwarding function (snippet ¸) shown in Figure
1, the programmer needs to manually implement the path
selecting functionality minimal path depending on network
state, which makes the program unnecessarily complicated.
In EP2, there is no need to implement the minimal path
functionality. Rather, the programmer can choose from a set of
declarative query operators to obtain the desired path. In this

f.size f.path

f.nextMIN

LOAD

computation

condition

semantics

control flow

data flow

f.size > 

elephant_

threshold

Fig. 5: FPG representation for elephant rerouting application.

case, we would be able to choose a path for flow f compliant
with the min load function using: MIN LOAD(f.path), where
f.path represents the set of available paths for f.

Furthermore, to specify the forwarding function using EP2
language, a programmer defines a function FPP to be invoked
on every flow f (Figure 4). This flow f has demand f.size
and should be forwarded to path f.next which is selected
from available paths f.path. The program shown above uses
the predicate (f.size > elephant threshold) to detect elephant
flows: as soon as the flow size exceeding the threshold we
characterize it as an elephant. The program then selects the
least loaded path with primitive: MIN LOAD, which takes
f.path as input and returns the least loaded path to f.next.
In this code, the special keyword LOAD matches f.path.load,
while the keyword MIN ranks the set of paths with key LOAD.
Thus, the statement MIN LOAD says that the flow f should
follow the path with minimal total number of bytes. As such,
by associating predicates f.size > elephant threshold with
primitive MIN LOAD, the programmer defines the network
application shown in Figure 4.

B. EP2 Compiler
Given an EP2 program, the compiler translates it into FPG.

The compiler first performs code analysis to determine the
operations required to implement a network application. Any
predicates of the program should be translated into the seman-
tics operations. The compiler then partitions any primitives
of the program into three operations: the arguments of the
primitive are translated into the semantics operations, the
selector part of the primitive is translated into the computation
operation, and the path state part of the primitive is translated
into the condition operation. Finally, the compiler intercon-
nects these operations to build the intermediate representation
of the program, i.e., FPG.

To illustrate the workflow of the compiler, consider the
elephant rerouting example shown in Figure 4. To begin,
the compiler would identify six operations: (f.size > ele-
phant threshold) predicating flow semantics f.size, MIN com-
puting path over f.path using path condition load, and f.next
updating the path for flow f. The FPG representation can
then be obtained by drawing directed edges between those
operations and related dependencies, as shown in Figure 5,
representing possible logic for flow handoff.

VI. EP2 RUNTIME SYSTEM

EP2 provides high-level programming model that captures
the logic of network functions instead of behaviors of the
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physical switches. However, the requirements of handling low-
level details do not just disappear. There is still the need
of mapping the high-level FPG representation to the low-
level packet-processing behavior. Rather than requiring the
programmers to manually interact with switch-level primitives,
the runtime system takes the responsibility of implementing the
low-level details in order to provide an efficient deployment
for high-level FPG model.

EP2 runtime system manages all of the functionalities re-
lated to the network state measurement and the path selection.
It also generates the necessary communication patterns be-
tween these functionalities. Figure 2 shows an overview of the
EP2 runtime system. The runtime system is designed around
the FPG. It is composed of tasks that decompose and place the
FPG to the stateful SDN for execution. It handles operations,
the communication between operations (i.e., manager) and the
assignment of operations to programmable switches and SDN
controllers (i.e., scheduler).

The manager (¸ in Figure 2) measures the flow semantics
and path conditions to specify when to run path computation
and assignment. For each flow, the manager provides predi-
cates on flow semantics and path conditions to specify when
to run path computation and determines the path from a set
of available paths the flow should go to. The path assigned by
the manager is compliant with the network function that the
programmer defined. Specifically, the manager aims to achieve
the desired behavior specified by the programmer based on the
FPG.

The scheduler (¹ in Figure 2) determines the appropriate
assignment of the FPG to the controller and the underlying
switches to support high-level network function in a scalable
way. Since we focus on the network function that advocates
stateful packet processing in the network data planes, we do
not involve the controller in handling data packets. Specif-
ically, the scheduler runs on top of the controller to divide
the FPG across the switches with a goal of minimizing the
fragmentation of the FPG. This is achieved by exploiting
locality, i.e., the operations handled locally within a switch. In
this way, a substantial fraction of the operations will be placed
within individual switch which reduces the inter-operation
communications. Hence, the scheduler significantly lowers the
communication overhead among operations.

A. Manager

The manager first measures the network states including
those in semantics and condition belong to the FPG specified
by the programmer. Then, the manager performs network
state aware computation. We briefly describe how the manager
works in terms of semantics, condition, and computation.
Throughout this section, we will use the elephant rerouting
application (Figure 4) as the illustration example.

Measuring Semantics. For the semantics, manager needs to
mark all its traffic and to identify each semantic information
separately. The semantic information is carried with the flow
and is used to determine the operations to apply. In addition,
manager keeps tracking of the historical semantics for nec-
essary, and associates the historical semantics with flows by

using a unique identifier. For example, f.interval measures the
idle interval between two bursts of packets from the same flow
f. The manager would keep tracking the arrival time of the last
packet from flow f, and update the interval time f.interval when
the new packet arrives.

Consider the elephant flow detection part of the elephant
rerouting application. In this case, we assume that the thresh-
old, beyond which a flow is characterized as elephant, can be
determined by analyzing the flow size distribution. For each
flow, manager updates the size of the flow and then test the
flow size on the threshold by using predicate (f.size > ele-
phant threshold). This predicate triggers a reroute operation
if a flow matches the threshold.

Measuring Condition. The manager uses switch-to-switch
feedback mechanism to measure the path conditions. The
knowledge about path conditions are essentially needed in
order to handle network dynamics. For example, with asym-
metric network topology, a switch is hard to balance traffic
without the knowledge about downstream congestion. The
manager measures path conditions using a CONGA-like con-
dition estimation algorithm, where the egress switch feeds the
path conditions to the ingress switch.

To illustrate the procedure of path condition measurement,
we use the load functionality (see Figure 4) from the elephant
rerouting example. Measuring the level of load requires coordi-
nation among switches to identify the bottleneck for each path.
Thus, per-switch monitor does not satisfy this requirement.
Specifically, in order to measure the load level, the source
switch should attach a load field to the packet header that
contains the current state of load level (e.g., f.next.load). Each
switch then maintains this state for the path f.next. Since this
state is needed for the ingress switch, the egress switch feeds
this state back to the ingress switch. The following steps can
be used to measure the level of load:

1) For each intermediate switch, keeps tracking of the total
number of bytes for each upstream link;

2) For each arrival flow f, updates f.next.load if upstream
link has higher load level than the value in f.next.load;

3) For each egress switch, feedbacks the value in f.next.load
to the source switch with opportunity;

4) For each ingress switch, update the load table for each
path upon receiving feedback from the egress switch.

The manager must maintain states over time because flow
semantics or network conditions change. The main concern
is the overhead incurred by such fine-grained recording. To
reduce the overhead, the manager requires that every flow
must begin with a SYN and terminate with a FIN so that
manager can perform in-network book-keeping.

Performing Computation. The computational functionality
is conceptually a collection of network state operations. The
state of the network is indexed by referring to the programmer
specified fields. Intuitively, a computation functionality takes a
set of paths plus the current state of the network as input, and
determines the path characterized by the properties specified
by the programmer.

To illustrate how the manager handles the computational
operations, consider the example of elephant rerouting again.
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To begin, the manager starts by learning the size of a flow. If
the flow’s size is already larger than a predefined threshold,
the manager reads the path conditions to find a path that this
flow should go to. In this case, the code snippet (f.next =
MIN LOAD (f.path)) in the forwarding function would check
two kind of network states: the set of possible paths f.path and
the load level for each path in f.path (e.g, f.path.load). The
operation MIN LOAD sorts these paths (i.e., f.path) based on
their load extent and returns the path with minimal load, which
is then assigned to flow f (i.e., f.next). If a flow has been moved
to a new path, the manager updates the path that carries this
flow for total number of bytes automatically. Consequently,
flows can continue to forward along this path without causing
congestion even when other flows arrive.

B. Scheduler

The objective of the scheduler is to maximize the number of
the operations handled locally within switches. It determines
for each FPG the locations of its operations. The placement
is synergistic with the manager, as it satisfies the placement
of the operations assigned by the manager. Specifically, the
scheduler needs to ensure that it places operations in the
network (i.e., ingress/egress switches) specified by the man-
ager (called local operations). For the remaining operations
not assigned by the manager (called residual operations),
the scheduler performs a greedy algorithm that exploits the
locality to minimize the overhead of data transfer as follows:

1) Let Gl be the set of local operations with location l
assigned by the manager.

2) Residual operations become assignable after all its par-
ent is scheduled.

3) The assignable operation would be added to Gl if it has
the largest connectivity with the scheduled operations in
Gl.

To illustrate the placement algorithm, consider the example
of elephant rerouting application. First, the scheduler assigns
the set of operations {f.size, f.next} and {load, f.path} to
the ingress switch and egress switch respectively, based on
the feedback from the manager. Then, the scheduler iterates
over remaining operations and assigns them if their parent
dependency are satisfied. We see that (f.size > threshold) does
not depend on other operations, so it can be scheduled imme-
diately. In this case, the scheduler would add the operation
of (f.size > threshold) to the ingress switch, as it depends
on the operation of f.size. For the remaining operation MIN,
the scheduler checks its dependency on (f.size > threshold)
and load, and finds that it has a child node f.next. So, this
operation would be assigned to the ingress switch. Finally, the
scheduler generates the communication pattern between the
ingress and egress switches, as the operation of MIN depends
on the operation of load.

VII. EVALUATION

The central piece of EP2 implementation is the compiler,
which translates the EP2 program into the FPG representation.
We build a prototype implementation for the compiler de-
scribed in section V-B by using Antlr [32]. This tool accepts an

TABLE I: Example network functions. Where 4 indicates
supported, and V indicates approximated.

Function Scheme EP2
Semantics Condition Computation

Load
balancing

WCMP [2] 4 4 4
Hedera [1] 4 4 4

CONGA [3] 4 4 4
Flow
scheduling

PIAS [4] 4 V V
pFabric [5] 4 V V

Congestion
control

D3 [6] 4 V V
PDQ [7] 4 V V

QoS QJUMP [8] 4 V V

EP2 program and produces the corresponding FPG. The other
piece of EP2 implementation is the runtime system, which
sits between the FPG representation and the stateful SDN. We
implement the runtime system described in section VI on top
of Domino. The Domino language provides features such as
running at line rate, expressing algorithms with an imperative
language, and manipulating states at the computation.

In this section, we evaluate the expressiveness of EP2
language and the performance of network functions achieved
by their implementations on top of EP2 runtime system. We
answer three key questions:

1) Does EP2 allow programmers to easily write real-world
network functions?

2) What is the overhead of EP2 runtime system on the
programmable switches?

3) How efficient are the implementations of network func-
tions generated by EP2?

We address #1 through quantitative analysis and #2-3 through
case studies on real-world network fucntion examples.

A. Expressiveness

We have implemented several network functions (Table I)
that are typically related to routing algorithms. Table I gives
the expressiveness of EP2 language in terms of whether EP2
can support operations of those network functions. The listed
network functions are those studied in related work, which are
cited. EP2 is able to express most of them, while each related
work only covers one network function. For those that EP2 can
not express fully, which are the functions performing packet
scheduling and queue management, EP2 can approximate
them. The approximation can simplify their implementation.

B. Case Study

The case study is to evaluate the runtime system and
the resulting network functions with comparisons to the re-
lated work. Our rational for choosing the candidate existing
work from Table I for comparison is justified in term of
the network function and the related scheme implementing
the selected function. Given the four network functions, we
observed that a large fraction of load balancing schemes are
already available as routing algorithms; translating them to
FPG model is straightforward. In contrast, expressing flow
scheduling function demonstrates high complexity. It requires
a support for flow prioritization at the switches, which may
be unavailable at the path selection component. Specifically,
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1 void p F a b r i c ( s t r u c t Flow f ) {
2 i f ( f . i n t e r v a l > f l o w l e t ) {
3 i f ( f . p r i o r i t y <= t h r e s h o l d ) {
4 f . n e x t = MIN LOAD( f . p a t h ) ;
5 }}}

Fig. 6: pFabric implementation in EP2.

flow prioritization requires several properties, such as, strict
priority to prioritize one flow over another, and preemption to
allow higher priority flows to preempt lower priority ones if
needed. The main reason accounting for this difficulty is that
flow-based policies schedule flows one at a time. This can
help finish flows faster by reducing the amount of contention
in the network. In addition, these two properties are crucial
in supporting flow prioritization mechanisms in the other
network functions of congestion control and QoS (in PDQ
[7] and QJUMP [8] respectively). Hence, it is sufficient when
using flow scheduling function in our evaluation. Further,
the flow scheduling function in pFabric implementation has
been used in performance comparisons with other network
functions by multiple researchers. It has shown promising
performance in these comparisons. Thus, we also choose to
compare EP2 implementation with pFabric implementation.
With a comparison to pFabric, one is able to estimate the
performance of EP2 with those related work.

Identical implantation of the flow scheduling function in
EP2 as it in pFabric is impossible due to the different levels
of abstraction of the two languages. Guided by pFabric,
which prioritizes small flows over large flows, we consider
forwarding small flows over less loaded paths. By examining
pFabric, we learned that it schedules packets using the Shortest
Remaining Processing Time First policy. Hence, as our case
study, we describe how EP2 can approximate pFabric in
expressing the network function that schedules flows so as
to reduce the FCT.

Figure 6 shows the pFabric function written in EP2 lan-
guage. Note that we omit the maintenance of the threshold
variable used as guard in line 3. This function makes two
decisions to approximate pFabric: which flow to move away
and which path to take. For the former, we assume that the
data center has the knowledge about the distribution of the
flow size. Based on this information, we identify a set of
thresholds that define the priority for a flow given its current
size. For each flow, the program then searches the set of
thresholds to find the priority corresponding to the flow size.
Then the function performs a priority-based flow scheduling
in which only the highest priority flow should be forwarded
along the least loaded path. This design guarantees that the
highest priority (smallest) flows encounter small buffers and
consequently entail small latencies. This, in turn, helps to
reduce the FCT of large flows, since the contention on the
path taken by large flows would be reduced as we move the
small flows away.

Runtime system overhead and programmability. The EP2
runtime system program of the pFabric function is given
in Figure 8. As shown, it is implemented on top of the
Domino language. The program implemented in Domino has
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Fig. 7: Implementation efficiency.

TABLE II: Overhead of EP2 runtime system.

Component Most expressive atom [28] Delay
Semantics ReadAddWrite (RAW) 316ps
Condition Paired updates (Pairs) 606ps

Computation ReadAddWrite (RAW) 316ps

the details for semantic, condition and computation. For the
programmability, we count the number of lines in the original
EP2 program implementation of pFabric function in Figure 6,
and compare the number with the number of lines in Figure
8. The result shows that EP2 is more concise, using five time
less number of lines in the program.

To evaluate the overhead of the runtime system, we check
whether the Domino implementation allows the programmable
switch to run at line rate following the method used in
previous works [28]. We report the overhead of running the
semantic, condition, and computation functions in terms of
most expressive atom, as shown in Table II. In the table,
RAW indicates the ability to read a packet field, add the value
of the packet field to the state variable, and write back to
the state variable. Pairs extends the ability of RAW to allow
conditional operations based on the value of the state variable.
Essentially, an atom reflects the delay to run the function
over programmable switch and the area overhead incurred in
silicon. Specifically, RAW has a delay of 316ps and an area of
431µm2; Pairs has a delay of 606ps and an area of 5997µm2.
All atoms meet timing at 1GHz. The result shows that both
of these functions can run at a 1GHz clock frequency.

Implementation performance. To assess the performance of
our algorithms used in implementing pFabric, we compare the
EP2 implementation with pFabric implementation in NS2 [34].

We use the leaf-spine topology that has 9 leaf switches
connected to 4 spine switches. Each leaf switch has sixteen
10Gbps downlinks to the hosts (144 hosts) and four 40Gbps
uplinks to the spines. Our simulation setup is based on the
NS2 implementation from [35]. The workload used in the
experiments is based on the observation that most of the traffic
are generated from a small fraction of the flows. Specifically,
both the flow size and sending rate are generated according
to the distribution modeled after realistic traffic pattern in
the deployed datacenters, as reported in [10]. Similar to the
previous works [3], [7], [36], we study the impact of the
following sending patterns:

• Stride(i): servers in the network are indexed from left to
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TABLE III: Comparison of EP2 with pFabric in terms of FCT
for small and intermediate flows with shuffle sending pattern.

Load Metric Flow type EP2/pFabric

0.8
Average FCT Short 108%

Intermediate 100%

Tail FCT Short 102%
Intermediate 107%

right; a server with index x sends to the server with index
(x+i) mod N, where N is the total number of servers.

• Random: a server sends to another randomly-selected
server not under the same leaf switch.

• Shuffle: each server in the network sends data to ev-
ery other server in the network, with a constraint that
the source and the destination are under different leaf
switches.

Figure 7 shows the overall average flow completion time
(in seconds) for each sending pattern at different traffic loads.
From the figure, we find that the overall average flow comple-
tion time is similar for both schemes in our experiments. First,
under low network load, pFabric has some advantages over
EP2. Second, EP2 is comparable to pFabric with increasing
load. This is because the throughput is mainly bottlenecked
at the leaf-to-host links at the low load and at the leaf-
to-spines links at the high load. The latter enables EP2 to
optimize average FCT with increased load since EP2 focuses
on scheduling leaf-to-spine links. Further, we breakdown the
FCT statistics for two classes of flows: the small flows
(<10KB) and the intermediate flows (10KB — 1MB). Table
III compares the average and the 99th-percentile of FCT for
the two classes when executing EP2 and pFabric programs
with the shuffle sending pattern. As expected, by enabling
prioritization, pFabric reduces the average flow completion
time. EP2, by fairly sharing bandwidth among flows, provides
comparable performance with less variability. In all, it is safe
to say that EP2 can approximate pFabric by prioritizing small
flows over large flows. This is enabled by always selecting the
least loaded paths for small flows.

VIII. RELATED WORK

EP2 relates to existing work on network programming
languages in different ways. Table IV briefly summarizes and
compares these related work against the design goals of the
network programming languages in terms of programmability
and performance.

OpenFlow-Based SDN: Several programming languages
have been proposed to offer a level of abstraction for program-
ming the network. They include Frenetic [16], Pyretic [17],
and Maple [22]. These languages are limited to OpenFlow net-
works: any stateful processing intelligence of network services
is delegated to the centralized controller, leaving the OpenFlow
switches dumb. The centralized controller is responsible for
the correctness of the switch behavior. EP2 is similar to
these work in the sense that the FPG programming model
allows programmers to focus on the logic of network functions
while removing their burden of managing the collection of
distributed switches. But, EP2 enables the implementation of

network functions in the data plane by leveraging stateful
platforms, which is not the case for these languages. Although
Frenetic also aims to handle as much packets as possible at
the data plane to reduce the amount of packets handled by the
controller, it does not allow programmers to specify switch
functionalities as EP2 does. Readers interested in a compre-
hensive survey about programming languages in OpenFlow-
based SDN may consult the paper by He et al. [37].

Stateful SDN: There are some new languages that of-
fload the programs requiring stateful traffic processing to the
switches. They include OpenState [38], FAST [39], P4 [26],
and Domino [28]. The P4 language represents a switch as
an abstract forwarding model which allows the expression of
how packets should be processed by the network switches.
Programmers can program a set of header fields to be matched
and a set of actions to be applied. Programs written in the
P4 language can be mapped to several kinds of devices
(e.g., NPU, FPGA, and Open vSwitch [40]). The Domino
language proposes the packet transaction abstraction to rep-
resent sequential packet processing. It allows the program-
mers to write stateful data-plane packet processing programs
without worrying about other concurrent packets. Therefore,
the programmers only concern about the operations on one
single packet. Unfortunately, while these mechanisms make
it possible to implement traffic processing tasks on the data
plane, both P4 and Domino do not make it easy. They both
target at a single device, while lacking the abstraction to
help programmers managing the complexity of programming
a network of switches. The main difference between EP2 and
these languages is that EP2 seeks to address the issue of how
to program a collection of interconnected switches. On the
other hand, EP2 benefits from these languages in that they
can be used as an intermediate language for EP2 programs.

One-Big-Switch: The closest related work to EP2 is SNAP
[27], which also offers a new language and an abstraction
model to reduce the complexity of network programming. It
does so by representing the whole network as one big switch.
With SNAP, programmers can easily write programs involving
stateful operations at the data plane, without knowing how or
where to store the state information. Similar to SNAP, EP2
provides the programmer a centralized view of network states
and allows the programmer to manage network states globally.
While the high-level architecture is similar, EP2 emphasizes
on the details that are significant to the network functions
handling the datacenter traffic, e.g., the load balancing, which
is critical to avoid network congestion at short timescales.
Moreover, EP2 also emphasizes on the functional properties
of when and how to choose a path for a specified flow while
SNAP does not.

IX. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented EP2 framework with the goal to
ease the program developing process for the network func-
tions. Specifically, EP2 consists of a language, a compiler and
a runtime system for implementing network-wide applications
using a distributed set of programmable devices. The details
relating to programming with EP2 high-level language and
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Proposal Programming Model Programmability Performance
Frenetic [16]

OpenFlow-based SDN
Simple:
- Domain specific language
- Global view of network state

Low: Indirect control (stateful
packet processing in the
controller)

NetKat [20]
Maple [22]

P4 [26]

Stateful SDN
Complex:
- Need for cooperation
- Per-device programming

High: Direct control (stateful
packet processing in the switches)

Domino [28]
OpenState [38]

FAST [39]
SNAP [27] One-Big-Switch Simple: Domain specific language

EP2 Flow-Path-Graph Simple:
- Network function driven

High: Direct control & Global network
state aware packet processing

TABLE IV: Comparison of related work in terms of programming model, programmability, and performance.

supporting from its own runtime system are given using ex-
amples with comparisons to related work. Moreover, the paper
has shown that EP2 can express or approximate the various
network functions studied in the literature with matching
performance. This shows that EP2 framework simplifies the
example programing cases, and is general and applicable to
other network functions. In our future work, more network
functions will be instantiated.
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